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Abstract: Classifying the objects’ trajectories extracted from Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) feeds is a key video analytic module to systematize or rather help to automate both the real-time monitoring and the video forensic process. Machine learning algorithms have been heavily proposed to solve the problem of movement classification. However, they still suffer from various limitations such as their limited ability to cope with multi-dimensional data streams or data with temporal behaviour. Recently, the Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) and its implementation, the Cortical Learning Algorithms (CLA) have proven their success to detect temporal anomalies from a noisy data stream. In this paper, a novel CLA-based movement classification algorithm has been proposed and devised to detect abnormal movements in realistic video surveillance scenarios. Tests applied on twenty-three videos have been conducted and the proposed algorithm has been evaluated and compared against several state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms. Our algorithm has achieved 66.29% average F-measure, with an improvement of 15.5% compared to the k-Nearest Neighbour Global Anomaly Score (kNN-GAS) algorithm. The Independent Component Analysis-Local Outlier Probability (ICA-LoOP) scored 42.75%, the Singular Value Decomposition Influence Outlier (SVD-IO) achieved 34.82%, whilst the Connectivity Based Factor algorithm (CBOF) scored 8.72%. The proposed models have empirically portrayed positive potential and had exceeded in performance when compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the development of outdoor surveillance technologies has captured the interest of both researchers and practitioners across the globe. The objective of these technologies is to detect the presence of objects that are moving in the field of view of a CCTV camera(s) for national security, traffic monitoring in big cities, homes, banks and market safety applications or to automate the video forensic process. The use of video analytic technologies has gained much attention in the research community and the global security around the world [2].

The purpose of intelligent visual surveillance in most cases is to detect, recognise, or learn interesting events that seem to constitute some challenge to the community or area of the target [3]. These challenges posed by defining and classifying events as unusual behaviour [4], abnormal behaviour [5], anomaly [6] or irregular behavior [7].

When considering a real environment and trying to relate the way objects interact in surveillance covered area, it is not so easy interpreting every activity correctly. Cluttered environments that contain so many moving objects pose a challenge for many anomaly-detection algorithms. However, in real life cases, these are the kind of scenarios we meet when considering movement classification in video surveillance [2].

There are many hurdles faced by outdoor surveillance system designers and implementers. The first step toward automated activity detection is detection, tracking and classification of moving objects in the field of view of CCTV cameras; another challenge is that sensor resolution is finite, and it is impractical for a single camera to observe the complete area of interest. Therefore, multiple cameras need to be deployed. Also, the detected objects are context-dependent, but for a general surveillance system any independently moving object such as a vehicle, animal or a person are deemed to be interesting, but detecting and classifying these objects is a difficult problem because of the dynamic nature of object appearances and viewing conditions in practical scenarios [8].

In general, to develop a video analytic system that can detect and classify the presence of objects moving in its field of view, that system must be able to: i) detect and classify objects into various categories, ii) track the detected objects over time and iii) classify their movements. Each of the above tasks poses its challenges in term of design and implementation. However, detecting, classifying and analysing the movements of objects were traditionally a manual job performed by humans in which the guaranty of absolute attention over time by a human on duty remains small, especially in practical scenarios [9].

A video analytic system consists of many modules; e.g. change/object detection, object classification, object tracking and movement classification. One key module is the movement classification module. In this module, the movements of detected objects are recorded and compared to infer anomaly. State-of-the-art movement classification rely mainly on rule-based classification techniques, i.e. applying a set of pre-determined spatio-temporal rules, often based on statistical learning techniques, which have been found to correlate to what humans, would interpret as situations of interest, corresponding to threats. Where the abnormalities in the video are traced and reported to the user [10]. Such techniques attempt to learn normal movements to identify abnormal movements.

Machine learning techniques have been heavily proposed to solve the problem of movement classification. However, they still suffer from various limitations such as their limited
ability to learn data streams or data with temporal behaviour. In the attempt of mimicking the function of a human brain, learning models inspired by the neocortex has been proposed which offer better understanding of how our brains function. Recently, new bio-inspired learning techniques have been proposed and have shown evidence of superior performance over traditional techniques. In this regard, Cortical Learning Algorithms (CLA) inspired from the neocortex are more favored. The CLA processes streams of information, classify them, learning to spot the differences, and using time-based patterns to make predictions. In humans, these capabilities are largely performed by the neocortex. Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) theory attempts to computationally model how the neocortex performs these functions. HTM offers the promise of building machines that approach or exceed the human level performance for many cognitive tasks [11].

Considering the need for improved video analytic systems for the detection and classification of events in video feeds, various benchmark datasets are available in public domain [12]. For example, the i-Lids, Imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems, datasets developed by the UK Home Office [14] and VIRAT dataset, a large-scale benchmark dataset for event recognition in surveillance video, developed by DARPA, Defence Advanced Research projects agency [15]. These datasets are captured from realistic surveillance scenarios.

This article introduces a novel CLA-based movement classification algorithm to classify the movements of moving objects in realistic video surveillance scenarios. The performance evaluation of how well the proposed algorithm can differentiate between an unusual movement and a normal movement was carried out based on the ground truth provided by the used dataset [15]. A comprehensive objective evaluation was adopted, which is targeted at comparing the output of the proposed algorithm to state-of-the-art movement classification algorithms.

2. RELATED WORK

A movement classification module attempts to understand the trajectories of tracked objects and the interactions between them. In this stage, the technique may attempt to classify the consistent and predictable object motion. Movements could be classified into two categories, stand-alone or interactive, where stand-alone movements refer to the action of an individual object, while interactive movements refer to the interaction between two or more objects. Statistical learning techniques are often utilised to classify between normal and abnormal activities, based on a priori information, and a user query. The overall aim is to produce a high level, compact, natural language description of the scene activities.

When considering movement classification, the question “what is going on in a scene” is considered [2]. In this sense, there must be a clear definition of what is considered normal/usual and abnormal/unusual. Abnormalities are defined as actions that are fundamentally different in appearance or action done at an unusual location, at an unusual time [16]. When considering anomaly detection algorithm, detecting the spot and where anomalies occur with little to no false alarm is of great emphasis.

Some researches in video surveillance focused on action recognition, body parts recognition and body configuration estimation [15][17]. There has been a recent advancement in researching about semantic descriptions of humans in challenging unconstrained environments [18].

When considering modelling scene behaviour, statistically based methods are currently used instead of rule-based methods, which use already defined rules to classify the normal behaviour from abnormal behaviour that was previously used. Statistical based methods are believed to achieve a more robust solution to get useful information in behaviours of a considered scenario [2]. This kind of method is based on either learning from normal behaviour and then using such criteria to differentiate between normal behaviour and abnormal behaviour or the process of learning and detecting normal and abnormal behaviour is done automatically. The challenge with this kind of approach is that human beings behave abnormally in different ways, and as such systems may trigger wrongly, hence a false alarm. Much work has been done on using machine learning techniques to train some algorithms on normal behaviours and abnormal behaviours so that such algorithms could effectively differentiate these two cases. Unfortunately, it is a hard task to exhaust all the abnormal behaviour to be carried out in real life scenarios [19].

Several attempts have been in place for movement classification, using different techniques such as pattern recognition [20], artificial intelligence [21], and neural network techniques [23].

There has been some research in using AI and NN techniques to solve problems of movement classification. However, AI and NN have shortcomings of classifying what is abnormal based on the training it previously acquired from the inputs (Hawkins and Blakeslee 2004). However, Bio-inspired computational models have proved to be successful over conventional methods. Although ANNs remain of the most active classification techniques in various applications and researches, it is not without flaws as mentioned earlier. One effective method is known as Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), which has shown more accuracy when compared with maximum likelihood method. However, this work is, therefore, focusing on the study of the CLA through the investigation of the possibility of applying it to movement classification, to develop a novel movement classification technique.

The problem with the movement classification in video analytics is discussed in detail. To understand the issue better, the literature on the subject is discussed with a further focus on the weaknesses and strengths of these research studies. Seemingly, there are challenges that are associated with video forensics as far as information analysis is concerned. The analysis of the video in different contexts depends on the method that is used. Here in, there are discussions on the different researches that have been conducted in the past seeking to shed more light on video analytic especially in its movement classification task.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) has been noted to be an active research area since the 1980s and has made a huge success. It is also indicated herein that it faces several challenges such as selection of the structure and the parameters of the networks, selection of the learning samples, selection of the initial values, the convergence of the learning algorithms amongst several other challenges [24].

Despite series of effort made by AI researchers and recent effort made by Artificial neural network researchers to build viable algorithms for achieving human-like performance, they still suffer fundamental flaws, as they could not meet very three important criterion which the brain had. These are:
In real cases, brains process a rapidly changing stream of information and not the static flow of information.

The feedback connections which dominate most connections in the neocortex were not understood.

Any theory that wishes to imitate the brain should take the physical structure of the brain into consideration and as such neocortex is never a simple structure.

3. CORTICAL LEARNING ALGORITHMS

HTM approach is based on modelling the structure of the neocortex and how it works. However, approaches like AI is built upon the idea of a neural network, which in essence, NN does not behave in the same way as the brain thinks, and this is not what is considered intelligence. The HTM is different from NN in that there is no need to carry out a backpropagation since the HTM is usually being updated as the information flows for the first time. NNs cannot produce systems that can have intelligent behaviour; this approach is thought to be implemented using the Cortical Learning Algorithm (CLA). This approach is usually made up of six very important components which include:

- online learning from streaming data,
- hierarchy of memory regions,
- sequence memory,
- sparse distributed representations,
- all regions are sensory and motor, and
- Attention.

The CLA processes streams of information, classify them, learning to spot differences, and using time-based patterns to make predictions.

In this study, the Cortical Learning Algorithm (CLA) is applied. The choice of classification algorithm depends on functionality and the design of such algorithm [1]. The CLA processes streams of information, classify them, learning to spot differences, and using time-based patterns to make predictions [28]. Fan et al. [30] critically analysed HTM theory and concluded that the CLAs enable the development of machines that approach or surpass performance level of human for numerous cognitive tasks. The neocortex is said to control virtually most of the important activities performed by mammals including touch, movement, vision, hearing, planning and language [11]. HTM models neurons which are arranged in columns, in layers, in regions, and in a hierarchy. HTM works on the basis of a user specifying the size of a hierarchy and what to train the system on, but how the information is stored is controlled by HTM. According to [9], the CLA processes streams of information, and also classifies the information, learning to identify variations, and using time-based patterns to make predictions. However, the place of time is significant in learning, inference and prediction. The temporal sequence is learned from HTM algorithm from the stream of input data; despite the difficulty in predicting the sequence of patterns. This HTM algorithm is very important since it captures the so-called building block of the neural organisation in the neocortex. Error! Reference source not found.

4. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

This work proposes the application of HTM for movement classification. The proposed algorithm, which is based on the CLA that learns to predict a sequence of movement, will learn some events, represented by a sequence of movements and then it will be tasked to differentiate between an event similar to the ones that have been learnt and events that have not been learnt. This would be a desirable property since, post-incident analysis, the detection of abnormal movement is required. A slightly erroneous copy of the learned sequences will be presented to the algorithm, which will recover quickly after any unexpected or suspicious movement patterns. In the section below, the requirements for the proposed technique are presented.

4.1 Requirements

A set of requirements for the proposed movement classification technique are:

- Spatial and temporal object movement classification input pattern (feed-forward). Feeding the HTM network stream of movement trajectories discovering the temporal statistic to predict how a specific object type moves.

- Normal trajectory patterns to be learned and efficient storage for storing a representation of learnt patterns.

- A defined inhibit radius that defines the area around a column that actively inhibit.

- Provision of scalar value which indicates the connection state of potential synapses. This value indicates the synapses are not formed if the value is below the threshold otherwise it is valid if it is above the threshold.

- A set of model parameters.

4.2 Implementation

The implementation of the proposed movement classification algorithm follows the following steps:

Model creation: the model is created by running swarm to define the model parameters and adjust for any modifications if required. The swarm starts by running the Permutations function to automatically generate multiple prediction experiments that are permutations of a base experiment via the CLA engine. The type of inference is to be specified, e.g., 'Temporal Anomaly,' the encoder settings as well as Spatial Pooler and Temporal Pooler parameters. The encoder parameters include the type of the encoder, e.g., ‘Scalar,’ ‘Adaptive Scalar,’ ‘Category’ or ‘Date’ encoders. N the number of bits to represent input and w the width or the number of ‘On’ bits (1’s). The Spatial Pooler parameters include: Column Count, number of cell columns in the cortical region, number of Active Columns Per Inhibition Area, maximum number of active columns in the SP region’s output (when there are more, the weaker ones are suppressed), potential Percentage, the percent of the columns’ receptive field is available for potential synapses, synapse Permanence Connected, the default connected threshold. Any synapse whose permanence value above the connected threshold is a “connected synapse,” meaning it can contribute to the cell’s firing. The Temporal Pooler parameters include Column Count, number of cell columns in the cortical region (same number for Spatial Pooler), cells Per Column, the number of cells (i.e., states), allocated per column, max Synapses Per
Segment, maximum number of synapses per segment, max
Segments Per Cell, maximum number of segments per cell,
initial Perm, initial Permanence, permanence Increment,
permanence decrement, min Threshold, minimum number of
active synapses for a segment to be considered during search
for the best-matching segments, activation Threshold.
Segment activation threshold, a segment is active if it is
greater than this threshold.

**Learning:** the model starts by enabling learning, this
indicates the training state. After this stage, the model has
learned normal activities and is ready to perform prediction
and anomaly detection.

**Anomaly detection:** When the preparation is finished, the
learning is disabled, and the model is exchanged in the
anomaly detection state. The model can perform detection of
normal and abnormal activities.

### 5. TEST AND EVALUATION

There are two modes of evaluation commonly used for testing
datasets; they include scene-independent and scene-adapted
learning recognitions. According to Wan et al.[27], scene-
independent involves trained event detector on the scene
which is not considered in the test. In this case, the test clips
are used during the test process. Meanwhile, in the scene-
adapted learning recognition, the used of clips are involved in
training processes. Anjum et al. [17] stated that evaluation
techniques consist of multi-object tracking and functional
scene recognition that is ground-based annotation giving
useful basis for large-scale performance evaluations and real-
life performance measures. As a result, various metrics are
devised for the evaluation of movement classification
algorithms.

#### 5.1 Datasets

Outdoor scenarios have been targeted in most post-incident
analysis cases. Not all publicly available action recognition
and movement classification datasets characterise realistic
real-life surveillance scenes and/or events as they, mostly
consist short clips that are not illustrative of each action
performed. Some of them provide limited annotations which comprise event
templates of moving objects, and hence lack a
solid basis for evaluations in large-scale. Moreover, according
to Khanam and Deb, performance on current datasets has been flooded,
and therefore requires a new more complex and large dataset to
improve development.

Large-scale dataset enables the evaluation of movement
classification algorithms. The dataset was designed to
calculate the video surveillance fields required to its
background clutter, resolution, human activity categories and
diversity in scenes than existing action recognition datasets.
Therefore, VIRAT video datasets are distinguished by the
following characteristics; diversity, quality, realistic, natural,
ground, aerial, wider range of frame and resolution.

![Dataset Examples](image)

- a. Human getting into vehicle
- b. Human entering a facility
- c. Human carrying a bag
- d. Human accessing a trunk
- e. Human exiting car
- f. Human entering a car
- g. Not known
5.2 VIRAT video dataset

There are total of 11 scenes in VIRAT video that were captured by stationing high definition cameras and encoded in H.264. Individual scene consists of many video clips with various activities. The file name format is unique which makes it easier for the identification of videos that are from the same scene using the last four digits that indicate collection group ID and scene ID. As shown in figure 16-1, the datasets snapshots show the VIRAT dataset in three sample activities. In this paper, the VIRAT video dataset is used to perform the evaluation for the proposed movement classification algorithm. There are two categories in which the video dataset is divided into testing and training datasets. The latter contains video scenes with several categories of human and vehicle activities recorded by stationary cameras, in a surveillance setting, in scenes considered realistic. Six object categories are included, unknown, person, car, other vehicle, other object and bike. Seven activities are presented, unknown, loading, unloading, opening-trunk, closing-trunk, getting-into-vehicle and getting-out-of-vehicle.

5.2.1 Annotation Standards

In annotation standards, 12 events are either fully annotated or partially annotated were present. The fully annotated videos have Thirteen (13) event types labelled from 0 to 12 while the partial annotation has Seven (7) event types labelled from 0 to 6. Event, activity, is represented as the set of objects involved with the temporal interval of interest e.g. “PERSON loading an OBJECT to a VEHICLE” and “PERSON unloading an OBJECT from a VEHICLE”. All this is clearly shown in the recorded videos. A person or object are annotated if they are within the vicinity of the camera and the dataset stops recording a few seconds after the object is out of the vicinity of the camera.

The training dataset includes two sets of annotation files that describe a. the objects and b. the events depicted in the videos. Samples of the event annotation files and the object annotation files are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. These annotation files were generated manually and represent the ground truth. The training includes 66 videos representing three scenes.

5.3 Evaluation

This evaluation is basically based on the documents from VIRAT DATASET RELEASE 2.0 accessed from VIRAT DATASET. The VIRAT Video Dataset Release 2.0 is used in the analysis and evaluation of the data throughout this paper.

The results of the HTM anomaly detection algorithm is represented by an anomaly score for each field; a field represents a movement. The anomaly scores vary between Zero and One. Where Zero represents a normal movement (ideally part of an event that has been learned) and One represents an abnormal movement. Values between Zero and One represent the anomaly score, where values close to Zero represent movements closer to normal ones and values closer to One represent movements that are closer to abnormal movements, i.e. suspicious.

First, the evaluation starts with the first scenario, for each record, the Precision, Recall and F-measure are calculated by comparing the resulted anomaly score with a threshold. If the anomaly score is less than the threshold, the detection is considered correct. In the case of an event that has not been shown in the training dataset, if the resulted anomaly score is greater than the threshold the result is considered correct. The

Table 1: The hidden numbers of events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hidden event</th>
<th>Training samples</th>
<th>Testing samples</th>
<th>Total samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event 0</td>
<td>59309</td>
<td>62726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 1</td>
<td>60414</td>
<td>61621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 2</td>
<td>61280</td>
<td>60755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 3</td>
<td>57095</td>
<td>64940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 4</td>
<td>58571</td>
<td>63464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 5</td>
<td>47951</td>
<td>74084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 6</td>
<td>32144</td>
<td>89891</td>
<td>122035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this part of the experiment, an evaluation of the proposed HTM Cortical Learning Algorithm has been tested using the same dataset, Virat, to do a comparison of the performance metrics between each output of different machine learning technique.

Several anomaly detection algorithms are evaluated using RapidMiner Studio version 8.2. Each model’s anomaly score is normalised to the range 0.0 to 1.0. The higher the value is, the higher the likelihood of an anomaly occurring.

5.4.1 k-Nears Neighbour Global Anomaly Score (kNN-GAS): k-NN Global Anomaly Score algorithm (GAS) calculates anomaly scores using the nearest k neighbours. Ramaswamy et al. (2000) proposed that the outlier score as the average distance nearest kth neighbour. The core algorithm spends 99% of the execution computing all K Neighbours while the rest of the time is used for storage. The algorithm results are shown in Figure 2.
5.4.2 Connectivity-Based Outlier Factor

Connectivity-Based Outlier Factor (CBOF) algorithm determines performance of data using queries, but its effectiveness is affected by sensor-generated time sequences. CBOF is used to determine bounds for the k-Nearest Neighbour KL-CBOF algorithm. This algorithm determines the lowest and highest bound of the multivariate data. Amongst the different models available for testing bounds for the k-Nearest Neighbour, this analysis uses only CBOF models to focus on the changes in bounds. This algorithm involves the rearrangements of the order of the N time domain samples through the counting in binaries that have been flipped from left to right. After the bit reversal sorting stage of the “CBOF” algorithm, the next step is the finding of the frequency spectra which belongs to the 1-point time domain signals at the end of the last decomposition stage. This is a very easy process since the frequency spectrum of a 1 point signals is equal to itself, and therefore there is virtually nothing to be done at this stage. Also, it should be noted that the final 1-point signals are no longer time domain signals but rather, a frequency spectrum.

5.4.3 Singular Value Decomposition Influence Outlier (SVD-IO)

According to [31], COF is a modification of LOF algorithm is used to handle outliers that are not of low-density patterns. The outliers have an outlier score of more than 1. There is no difference between COF and LOF algorithms except density calculation. Whereas LOF, the distances are determined using a hypersphere centred on a data point. The COF calculates the distance incrementally [32].

5.4.4 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed HTM algorithm has been run with the datasets to evaluate its performance. The results are shown below:
5.5 Objective Evaluation

Tests applied on twenty-three videos have been conducted to detect movement anomalies in different scenarios. Additionally, in this study, the proposed algorithm has been evaluated and compared against several state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms. The proposed algorithm has achieved 66.29% average F-measure, with an improvement of 15.5% compared to the k-Nearest Neighbour Global Anomaly Score (kNN-GAS) algorithm. The Independent Component Analysis-Local Outlier Probability (ICA-LoOP) scored 42.75%; the Singular Value Decomposition Influence Outlier (SVD-IO) achieved 34.82%, whilst the Connectivity Based Factor algorithm (CBOF) scored 8.72%. The proposed models, which are based on HTM, have empirically portrayed positive potential and had exceeded in performance when compared to several other algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm</td>
<td>61.54%</td>
<td>71.84%</td>
<td>66.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN-GAS</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>39.17%</td>
<td>50.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA-LOP</td>
<td>42.58%</td>
<td>42.93%</td>
<td>42.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVD-IO</td>
<td>54.42%</td>
<td>25.60%</td>
<td>34.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBOF</td>
<td>39.07%</td>
<td>4.91%</td>
<td>8.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

Video analytic technologies have gained much attention especially in the context of the security of the community. The ultimate purpose of the intelligent visual surveillance is to handle different behaviours. Currently, the discovery of what is happening in a scene can be seen by automatic scrutiny of activities included in a video. Different algorithms that have been proposed to identify a solution to the movement classification problems. However, the required performance of such algorithms differs depending on the target scenario, and on the characteristics of the monitored scene.

Due to the diversity of video surveillance scenarios and the increasing development of movement classification algorithms, an automatic assessment procedure is desired to compare the results provided by different algorithms. This objective evaluation compares the output of the algorithm with the ground truth, obtained manually, and measures the differences using objective metrics. There are various datasets for activity and human action recognition, though older datasets provide limited ground truth classification to manual annotation at a simpler level, most of the modern datasets, in this case, VIRAT Video Dataset, gives high-quality ground truth. In this paper, the proposed movement classification algorithm has been tested and its accuracy evaluated. Several experiments have been carried out to calculate the optimum anomaly threshold for each algorithm. The average achieved average F-measure for the proposed algorithm was 66.29%, with an improvement of 15.5% compared to the k-Nearest Neighbour Global Anomaly Score (kNN-GAS) algorithm.
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Abstract: Academic researchers in institutions of higher learning and research institutes use research outputs and metadata throughout their research work and to help in identifying research collaborators as well as getting to know existing research. Research outputs range from academic theses, journal and conference articles, books and book chapters, and datasets while research meta-data includes authors, affiliations, research areas, and projects, among others. However, access and retrieval of relevant research outputs and metadata remains a major challenge. As a result there is duplication of research, fewer opportunities for networking, and difficulty in detecting scientific fraud. Efforts need to be made to make academic research outputs and meta-data readily available and easy to retrieve. The main purpose of this work is to develop a tailor-made approach to information retrieval for the retrieval of research information and related meta-data. Therefore, the paper presents a multi-level text clustering algorithm for retrieval of scholarly research outputs and metadata from a central repository through a web based interface. The algorithm first clusters SQL data records that represents meta-data at the first level, then retrieves and clusters text documents representing research outputs at the second level. The algorithm was tested on retrieving information in the areas of text clustering, cloud computing, banking, HIV/AIDS, food security and cancer. The results show that it enables researchers to retrieve relevant information according to their information needs. To enable further enhancements and improvements, the algorithm will be released to the public domain for use in similar application domains or extension by other researchers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to fuel research activities, it is important to have research data available and easy to retrieve. In the context of this paper, research data refers to research outputs such as journal articles, research papers, and theses produced by postgraduate students. Research data also includes research metadata found in scholarly document repositories such as bio data about researchers or authors, research projects, as well as funding opportunities provided by various funding bodies to provide funds for researchers in their research endeavours. With the availability of reliable communication and networking platforms, access to this research data enables researchers to find other researchers from their research institutions or other institutions with similar research interests whom they can collaborate with. According to Muriithi [1], collaboration among researchers has various advantages such as availability of diverse range of skills, access to resources and special equipment not locally available, higher productivity, and increased visibility of the researchers’ research outputs. Xia, Wang, Bekele and Liu [2] also note that it may be difficult to achieve scientific success without collaboration among scholars. Availability and easy retrieval of academic research data also helps to understand the knowledge creation process [3], reduce duplication of research in various research institutions, as well as aiding in curbing scientific fraud.

Availability and access to research data remains a challenge for Kenyan researchers. There does not exist a single national scholarly document repository that consolidates research data from scholars across Kenyan institutions of higher learning as well as research institutions and make it available for retrieval by interested researchers [4]. In a bid to solve this problem, some Kenyan universities have developed their own institutional repositories where they keep research outputs and research metadata from scholars in their universities and allow those researchers and their colleagues to have access to it when need arises. Such universities include Dedan Kimathi University of Technology [5]. However, despite these attempts by Kenyan institutions of higher learning to have their own institutional repositories, availability and retrieval of research outputs and research metadata is still a key challenge facing academic researchers in Kenya. This is because some of these institutional scholarly repositories have very low volumes of data available online [5]. Moreover, since these institutional repositories are usually the property of the particular universities, only researchers from those universities are sometimes given credentials to be able to access the repositories. This makes it hard for researchers in one institution to know what their fellow researchers in other institutions are working on. In addition, some of these repositories are also not updated as frequently as they should be [5].

In a research conducted by Erima, Masai & Wosyanju [6], with Moi University in Kenya as the case study, it was reported that unless there is a plan for continued access and use of academic research data, there is no guarantee that the research outputs generated today will be available, accessible and useful in the future. This alludes to the need of a national scholarly document repository as well as efficient information retrieval technology to enable retrieval of the consolidated data by interested researchers. The key question this paper addresses is: how can an information retrieval approach be
developed that ensures relevant research information and meta-data is obtained from research document repositories? This paper answers the above question and addresses the challenges by making the following key contributions. Firstly, to provide the information retrieval technology required for the retrieval of academic research data from scholarly document repositories, this research, therefore, develops a multilevel text clustering algorithm capable of clustering research outputs (text documents) as well as research metadata in the form of SQL data records. Secondly, in addition to clustering data, this developed approach to text clustering also performs matching and ranking, which are important operations in information retrieval. Thirdly, this research also constructs an information retrieval model, which is composed of the developed algorithm, an identified scholarly document repository [7], as well as a web interface [7] used by researchers to access data from the repository. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the developed text clustering algorithm in the retrieval of academic research data from scholarly document repositories and report very promising results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 describes the materials and methods. Section 4 presents the results while Section 5 discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and highlights future work.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Information retrieval
The subject of information retrieval, information retrieval systems and information retrieval models has been well covered in literature. Information retrieval is the process of extracting relevant information resources in a predefined and automated manner from an available lot of information resources [8]. In most occasions, this information is usually stored in an information retrieval system. These information retrieval systems make use of information retrieval technology to provide or even suggest documents or information that the application user would find relevant based on their information needs. The information needs of the user are often expressed or represented to the information retrieval systems by the use of a search string or search query. Those documents that the user finds suitable are called relevant documents [9].

An information retrieval system should be in a position to support the following functionalities [9]:

i. The storage and representation of the content or information in the information retrieval system

ii. The representation of a user’s information need. In many applications this is usually done via a search query.

iii. The comparison of the two representations (stored information and user’s search query). This is usually performed by information retrieval technology or algorithms that search the information retrieval system in order to find information that the user would find relevant.

Information retrieval systems make use of information retrieval models to find suitable information for a particular user. Some of the information retrieval models discussed in literature include the exact match models [9], the vector space model [9] and the latent semantic indexing model [8].

2.2 Text Clustering in Information Retrieval
Text clustering is the process of partitioning an unstructured set of objects into groups of similar objects [10]. The goal is usually to have documents in one cluster being as similar as possible, while still being as different from documents in other clusters as possible [10].

Text clustering algorithms are divided into two main groups: hierarchical algorithms (which produce a hierarchy of clusters) and partitioning algorithms (which give a flat partition of the data set) [11]. In addition to these two categories of text clustering algorithms, a distinction is also made between hard and fuzzy clustering. Hard clustering means that a document can only be assigned to one cluster, while on the other hand, fuzzy clustering means that a document can be assigned to more than one clusters [11].

In hierarchical clustering algorithms, clusters are constructed in two main ways: the bottom-up approach and the top-down approach [11]. The bottom up approach is used in agglomerative algorithms. Agglomerative algorithms are deterministic in nature, meaning that they will generate the same cluster hierarchy every time the algorithm is run. On the other hand, the top-down approach is used in divisive algorithms, where any partitioning algorithm is used to split clusters. An example of divisive algorithms is the Bisecting K-Means algorithm [12]. The stopping criteria for both the agglomerative and the divisive algorithms could be the achievement of the required number of clusters, some limit on a criterion function, or any internal evaluation measure.

The K-Means algorithm is probably the most known and most common text clustering algorithm in the category of partitioning text clustering algorithms [13] This algorithm has a time complexity of \( O(knl) \), where \( k \) is the number of clusters, \( n \) is the number of objects to be clustered while \( I \) is the number of iterations that the algorithm runs [14]. Some of the advantages of the K-Means algorithm are that first, it produces tighter clusters than the hierarchical clustering algorithms, and more so if the clusters are globular and second, if variables are huge, the K-Means algorithm most of the times is computationally faster that hierarchical clustering, if \( K \) is kept small. One limitation of the K-Means algorithm is that without known information about the data to be clustered, it is difficult to predict a \( K \) value (number of clusters to form) that will lead to optimal clustering [11]. Another limitation is that different initial partitions may result in different final clusters.

2.3 Clustering of SQL data Records
The integration of data mining algorithms with relational database management systems is both important and challenging at the same time [15]. This has led to the introduction of the concept of clustering among database programmers to aid the process of data mining and analytics. Several research works have explored the use of text clustering algorithms to cluster SQL data records from relational databases. For example, Ordonez [15] explores how the K-Means algorithm can be integrated with a relational database programming application using SQL. In addition, another SQL data clustering algorithm that merges Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods with the EM algorithm is presented by Matusevich and Ordonez [16]. The K-Means algorithm generally performs well, is independent of the operating system used by the programmer and is linear to the
size of the used dataset [16]. Another algorithm for clustering SQL data is proposed by Sun et al., [17], and is based on depth neural networks and is used to cluster data in distributed databases.

2.4 Applications of Text Clustering in Information Retrieval
The role of text clustering in information retrieval cannot be underestimated, as it has a number of applications in this field. These applications differ in the set of texts they cluster (whether it is the search results, the entire collection of text, or a subset of that set of collections) and the aspects of the information retrieval system they try to improve(such as the effectiveness or efficiency of the search system, user interface or user experience) [18]. Some of the applications of text clustering in information retrieval include search result clustering, scatter-gather, collection clustering and cluster-based retrieval [18].

2.5 Information Retrieval of Academic Research Data
Information retrieval of academic research data refers to the process of using information retrieval technology to obtain research data from a consolidated store such as a central database or repository. Easy access and retrieval of academic research data has many benefits to researchers. The benefits include easier identification of scientific communities [2], improved efficiency of research and acceleration of innovation.

The increased volume of scholarly data being produced by academic researchers has led to the emergence of the term “Scholarly Big Data” ([2], [19]). Due to this continued growth in the number of publications being produced all over the world as well as other research related data, researchers all over the world get overwhelmed and spend a lot of time when trying to access and retrieve this research data ([2], [20]). In order to help researchers obtain relevant information in this time of information overload, information science specialists need to “develop reliable and effective automated systems that support an easy and effective access to the relevant information” [2]. This demand has necessitated the application of data mining and analysis techniques in the field of scholarly big data, leading to what is now termed as scholarly data mining. In the recent past, various scholars have investigated the application of data mining to solve the problem of access to scholarly data. Some of the main problems attracting attention include general scholarly information access and retrieval ([2], [20], [21]), author disambiguation ([2], [19]), academic recommendation (such as collaborator recommendation as well as literature recommendation) ([2], [19], [22]), expert searching [2], scientific impact evaluation (which could include article or paper impact evaluation, journal impact evaluation, as well as author impact evaluation) ([2], [19], [23]), scholarly data visualization [3] and identification of trending and emerging research topics that are receiving much attention from scholars [22]. Sumba et al., [21] also proposed an architecture using ontologies and data mining to detect similar research areas among researchers as well as potential collaboration networks.

Despite the benefits of having research data being readily available and accessible, availability and accessibility of this data remains a challenge to many scholars in Kenyan universities. ([4], [5], [24]). Needless to say, there is need for an information retrieval model that can cluster data, match the resultant clusters with the user’s information needs to identify the relevant clusters, and finally rank the information based on criteria set by the application users (researchers). This will ensure effective information retrieval from scholarly document repositories and enable researchers to realize the aforementioned benefits.

2.6 Research Gaps
Existing work did not reveal an available approach for application when the data to be clustered exists both in the form of text documents as well as SQL data records in a relational database. In addition, existing algorithms do not include the matching and ranking operations, hence cannot be used directly when one needs to apply them for information retrieval when issuing search queries. Furthermore, it is clear that accessibility and retrieval of research data is a challenge to the process of carrying out research among Kenyan scholars.

This paper presents a multi-level text clustering algorithm capable of matching and ranking so as to retrieve the most relevant research information and meta-data.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Research Methods

3.1.1 The Research Process
The research process involved comprehensive literature review, development of the multi-level text clustering algorithm, construction of information retrieval model, and evaluation of the effectiveness of the developed model and associated algorithm as depicted in Figure 1.

The multilevel text clustering algorithm clusters the research metadata (researchers, research projects, funding opportunities among others) in the form of SQL records at the first level, then retrieves and clusters research outputs (research papers, theses, journal articles among others) in the form text documents (PDFs).

The research data information retrieval model is composed of four elements: the developed multilevel text clustering algorithm, an academic research data repository that contains research outputs and metadata, a web interface used by researchers and other system users to access and retrieve information from the repository, and lastly an Application Programming Interface (API) that allows communication between the web interface and the developed algorithm.
The last step in our research process involves evaluating the suitability of the developed multilevel text clustering approach in the retrieval of academic research data from scholarly document repositories.

3.1.2 Steps Involved in the Development of the Multilevel Text Clustering Algorithm

i. Understanding text clustering

We first set out to study the field of text clustering so as to know the general working and steps of text clustering techniques.

ii. Identification of an existing text clustering technique to use in developing the multilevel approach

After an extensive literature review on text clustering algorithms, we chose to use the K-Means algorithm since it has been well explained in literature and generally performs well in clustering text documents. Since this (K-Means) algorithm was developed to cluster text documents, we tailored it so that it can cluster both SQL records (research metadata) and text documents (research outputs).

iii. Choosing a similarity measure

The algorithm has matching and ranking phases that require the use of a similarity measure. The matching phase identifies relevant clusters that are related to a search query from all the clusters in a given category of data. The ranking phase produces relevant information in a ranked order starting with the most relevant when compared to the search query. When various techniques used for similarity measure were reviewed, the Cosine Similarity was chosen to be used in developing the multilevel text clustering approach.

iv. Designing the algorithm
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In designing the algorithm we first came up with the logical steps of the algorithm execution. We also came up with the four phases of the algorithm, as depicted by Figure 2.

v. Implementation of the multilevel text clustering approach
Once we had made all the decisions regarding the algorithm, we embarked on its implementation. It was developed in such a way that it could cluster both SQL data as well as text documents, as well as perform matching and ranking of information so that the application user would receive ranked information.

3.1.3 Evaluation of the Developed Multilevel Text Clustering Algorithm
Once the multilevel text clustering approach was developed, we evaluated its effectiveness in retrieval of research outputs and metadata from scholarly document repositories. The following are the steps that were followed in evaluating the algorithm.

i. Identification of a scholarly document repository
Because the developed text clustering approach is meant to cluster both SQL data records as well as text documents, we wanted to work with a repository that has this type of data. We settled on Kenya Research Information System [7] since it has the kind of data we needed.

ii. Choosing the metrics to use in evaluating the algorithm
After carrying out a study on metrics used in evaluating text clustering algorithms, we opted for the Silhouette Coefficient ([25], [12]) and the Davies-Bouldin Index ([25], [12]) metrics. This is because these two metrics are used to measure the internal quality of clusters when the ground truths about the data used for clustering are unknown, which was the case for our data. However, we also evaluated the algorithm on other metrics that are suitable for its application in our application domain, such as its ability to cluster both SQL data and text documents, as well as its ranking and matching phases.

iii. Performing Experiments
We performed experiments in a bid to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed text clustering algorithm in the retrieval of research outputs and metadata from scholarly document repositories. We conducted lab experiments in which we used the application to retrieve academic research data like a normal application user would. We did this by supplying a user query as a representation of our information needs. The results of this evaluation are given in section 4 of this paper.

3.2 System Design
This section describes the architectural design of the research data information retrieval model, the components of the research data information retrieval model, and the design of the multilevel text clustering algorithm.

3.2.1 Architectural Design
The client server architecture was chosen for the research data information retrieval model. This architecture has three components:

i. The client
In the context of the developed research data information retrieval model, the client refers to a web interface that is used by application users such as researchers when accessing information from the scholarly document repository. The web interface is also used to display search results after information has been retrieved form the repository.

ii. The Server
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The server stores the scholarly documents and research metadata in the form of SQL data records in a MySQL database. Research outputs in the form of text documents are stored in the KRIS application file system. The server receives incoming requests from the client, for example request for data in a given research area, then does processing and returns relevant data to the client via a communication network.

3.2.2 Key Components
The information retrieval model developed in this research has four key components as explained below:

i. The multilevel text clustering algorithm
This algorithm aids in information retrieval by carrying out clustering of the available research data (research outputs like research papers as well as research metadata in the form of SQL data records). The algorithm clusters both the text documents and the SQL data into clusters of related data. The algorithm also performs matching and ranking so as to return to the user only relevant information based on their information needs as represented by their search query.
access the data in the scholarly document repository. It has a search text box where the application user provides a search string to represent the kind of information they are interested in retrieving. Search results after information retrieval are also displayed to the user on this web interface.

iii. The scholarly document repository
Research data that is created and used by academic researchers and scholars is consolidated and stored in the repository. The data includes research outputs such as theses, research papers, and journal articles, as well as research metadata such as researchers, research projects, and research project funding opportunities, among others [7].

iv. A Python Application Programming Interface
The multilevel clustering approach is developed using Django, which is a Python framework. On the other hand, both the web interface and the scholarly document repository are developed using Laravel, a PHP framework. Due to having different applications in different languages and frameworks, it became necessary to create an API to allow the two applications to communicate.

Figure 4 shows how these four components are layered in the academic data information retrieval model. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the relationship between the Laravel framework application, the Django framework application and the API.

3.2.3 The design of the multilevel text clustering algorithm
The algorithm presented in this paper clusters both SQL data records in a database as well as text documents in the form of PDFs. The algorithm also performs matching and ranking of clusters in relation to their degree of similarity with the user query. In designing the algorithm, we came up with four logical steps in the execution of the algorithm. Figure 2 depicts these four logical steps described below:

i. Retrieving data from the scholarly document repository
This step gets data from the repository so that it can be clustered. This data includes research metadata such as researchers and research projects, in the form of SQL records in a MySQL database, as well as research outputs such as research papers in the form of PDFs.

ii. SQL Data clustering

Figure 4. Components of the Constructed Academic Research Data Information Retrieval Model.
This steps leads to the grouping of similar data in same clusters. The algorithm clusters research metadata in the form of SQL data records in the first level, and then clusters research outputs (text documents like research papers) in the second level.

iii. Matching
During this step, all the clusters in a given category of data are compared with the search query supplied by the application user in order to identify the relevant clusters.

iv. Ranking
This is the last phase of the algorithm. It takes as input the search query and the relevant cluster elements identified in the matching phase. It then calculates the similarity measure of each element in the relevant clusters when compared to the search query using Cosine Similarity. The output of this step is a ranked list of relevant data in each category of data that is the given back to the application user as search results.

As earlier mentioned, K-Means algorithm was used in text clustering. We installed scikit-learn, an open source Python machine learning library that has a number of data mining and data analysis tools, in order to implement K-Means

iii. Feature Extraction Using TF-IDF
Since the K-Means algorithm only works with numbers, we had to do feature extraction so as to obtain numbers from the document corpus. In our multilevel text clustering approach, feature extraction was performed using a scikit-learn tool called TfidfVectorizer. TfidfVectorizer uses an in-built Python dictionary to map the words in a document to feature indices and thereafter compute a word frequency matrix. The resultant word frequencies are then reweighted using the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) vector collected feature-wise over the document corpus.

iv. Pseudo Code for the Clustering Step

---

**Figure 5.** The relationship between the Python API, the Laravel application and the Django application.

**3.3 Implementation of the Multi-level Text Clustering Algorithm**

To implement the multi-level text clustering approach, we used Python, the Django framework, and the Pycharm Integrated Development Environment (IDE).

**3.3.1 Clustering of Text Documents (Research Outputs)**

i. Extraction of Text From PDF Documents
As noted earlier, the scholarly document repository contains, in PDF format, research outputs like postgraduate theses, research papers, etc. To cluster the documents, first, we used PDFMiner, a Python library, to extract the text from the documents. PDFMiner is able to extract the text such that all the text from one document forms one long string of characters. These strings of characters are then stored in a Python list, which then becomes the corpus that the algorithm clusters.

ii. Clustering

---

**Figure 6.** Algorithm for clustering text documents (research papers)

The algorithm shown in Figure 6 shows the steps involved in the clustering of text documents.

**3.3.2 Clustering of SQL Data Records (Research Metadata)**

The research metadata in the scholarly document repository is stored in a MySQL database in the form of SQL data records. To be able to cluster this data, first we fetch it from the database and convert records to a list of strings. Each record in the form of string of characters becomes a document in the list. This document list is then clustered using K-Means algorithm, and the resultant clusters assigned to a global variable so that they can be available for both the matching and ranking phases of the algorithm. Figure 7 shows the algorithm for the important steps of clustering SQL data. In this example we are clustering data in the ‘researchers’ table.

---

**Figure 7.** Algorithm for clustering of SQL data

---
3.3.3 The Matching Phase of the Algorithm

The importance of the matching phase of the developed multilevel text clustering algorithm is to identify relevant clusters from all the cluster formed. All the clusters formed are compared to the search query using Cosine Similarity, and those found to be similar are identified as candidates whose elements will be used in the ranking phase.

Before matching, the user’s search string has its stop words removed. We wrote a Python function for that purpose. The function receives the search string as entered by the application user as an argument, and returns it without stop words. To achieve this, we calculated the set difference between the Scikit-learn’s frozen set of English stop words and the set of words in the user’s search query.

The algorithm in Figure 8 shows the step by step process of the matching phase, clearly indicating the inputs and outputs of that process. In this example we were matching researchers’ clusters with the user’s search query in order to get the clusters containing relevant researchers.

**Procedure:** Match researchers clusters

**Input:** User’s search query; Researchers clusters

**Output:** Relevant researchers clusters

**Begin**

- Retrieve the search string minus stop words
- Match researchers clusters with user’s search query (without stop words) using Cosine Similarity
- Return relevant researchers clusters (those with similarity measure greater than zero (0))

**End**

Figure 8. Algorithm for matching clusters to user query

3.3.4 The Ranking Phase of the Algorithm

In this phase, the documents or SQL data records in the relevant clusters identified in the matching phase are arranged in the order of their similarity when compared to the user’s information needs as expressed by their search query, starting with the most similar. Just like in the matching phase, we also use the Cosine Similarity to measure the similarity between the search query (without its stop words) and the elements in the relevant clusters. In addition to creating a ranked list of relevant documents and data records, the ranking phase helps to remove documents or data records that mistakenly end up in the identified relevant clusters (outliers). This is because documents with a similarity measure of zero (0) (meaning that they are completely dissimilar to the search query) when compared to the search query are not included in the list of relevant and ranked documents and data records to be returned to the application user. The pseudo code for this ranking phase is shown in Figure 9.

**Procedure:** Rank relevant researchers

**Input:** Relevant researchers clusters; User’s search string

**Output:** Ranked relevant researchers

**Begin**

- Retrieve the search string minus stop words
- Rank relevant researchers according to their degree of relevance based on the user’s search string using Cosine Similarity
- Return ranked relevant researchers

**End**

Figure 9. Algorithm for ranking cluster results

4. RESULTS

The aim of this section is to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed multilevel text clustering algorithm in the retrieval of academic research data, both in the form of SQL data records and also text documents in PDF format. The data used for evaluation was consolidated research data from a central research data repository [7]. This data is composed of research papers (text documents) from academic researchers as well as research metadata stored in a MySQL database. The tables used for evaluation from this database keep data about researchers, research projects, and funding opportunities that researchers can apply for to facilitate their research. More details about this scholarly document repository can be found in [7].

4.1 Results of Evaluating the Algorithm’s Ability to Cluster Both SQL Data Records and Text Documents

The aim of developing the algorithm was so that it can be able to cluster both SQL data and text documents from scholarly document repositories. We evaluated the algorithm against this criteria and it was indeed able to cluster both SQL data and research papers (text documents).

With regard to SQL data clustering, we clustered data in three tables: the researchers’ table, the research projects table and the funding opportunities table. We chose to cluster data in both the researchers’ and research projects tables into seven (7) clusters while data in the funding opportunities table was clustered into five clusters. The choice of number of resultant clusters was based on prior knowledge of the data that was being clustered.

In the graphs shown in Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13, the X and Y coordinates represent the principal components for the two artificial dimensions created by the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm after dimensionality reduction.

The researchers’ table stores bio data about researchers such as their research institution, department, titles (Prof., Dr., etc) and research interests. Figure 10 shows the 7 clusters resulting from clustering the data in this table. The cluster centroids for these clusters are indicated using digits (1-7). These digits also serve as the cluster labels.

The common characteristic of all the researchers in one cluster was the research area of interest. For example, cluster 7 was composed of researchers who had interests in banking, all of them belonging to either Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology or the University of Nairobi. In addition, cluster 4 had researchers belonging to various departments and research institutions, but having text clustering as their research interest. The cluster labeled “3” was made up of researchers specializing in HIV and AIDS, but from various research institutions and departments. In addition, the cluster labelled “6” had researchers with interests in accounting and finance, from different universities and departments. Cluster 2 was composed of clusters of researchers who were cancer specialists. The cluster labeled
“1” was made up of food security specialists from The University of Nairobi. Last but not least, the fifth cluster had researchers with research interests in cloud computing. All the researchers in that cluster (5) came from either Kenyatta University, the University of Nairobi or Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology.

The research projects table has data relating to research projects carried out by scholars such as the projects’ title and project abstract. Figure 11 represents the seven clusters resulting from clustering data in this SQL table. Of these 7 clusters, five of them can be clearly seen. These five clusters represent research projects in the research areas of cancer (cluster 1), food security (cluster 2), HIV and AIDS (cluster 3), cloud computing (cluster 5) and finally text clustering (cluster 6). However, there are two clusters (clusters 4 and 7) that appear very close together. These clusters belong to projects in the banking (cluster 4) and accounting and finance (cluster 7) sectors, and they have very similar terms. That is why the cluster centroids for the data in these two clusters appear very close. The seven clusters from the research projects table shown in Figure 11 represents projects in seven different research areas of data used in this research.

In the funding opportunities table, the data stored include the funding body, the research areas being funded, and the deadline for applying for the funding opportunity. The five (5) clusters resulting from clustering these SQL data records are represented in Figure 12 with the cluster centroids shown by digits (1-5). Each of these five clusters contains all the research opportunities for projects in various research areas provided by one funding body. So the unique attribute in these five clusters is the name of the funding organization or body.

Figure 10. Results of clustering SQL data in the researchers table.

Figure 11. Clusters resulting from clustering data in the research projects table.

Figure 12. The 5 clusters formed after clustering data in the Funding opportunities table.
To evaluate the ability of the developed multilevel text clustering approach to cluster text documents, we used research papers with content from seven research areas. These research areas include: text clustering, cancer, HIV and AIDS, banking, accounting and finance, food security and cloud computing. Because of this, we chose seven (7) to be the number of clusters to be generated by the algorithm. The algorithm generates seven clusters, grouping all the research papers in one research area in one cluster. Clusters 6 and 7 appear very close together because they represent research papers with content from two similar fields, hence making them to have similar terms. These two fields are banking and accounting and finance respectively. The 7 resulting clusters are depicted in Figure 13.

### 4.2 Results of Evaluating the Quality of Clustering Using the Silhouette Coefficient Metric

The Silhouette Coefficient is an internal quality measure of clustering results, and it is used when the ground truth labels of data being clustered are not known ([25], [12]) (which is the case for the data used to evaluate the developed algorithm). The Silhouette score indicates how similar a point is to the cluster it has been assigned. The Silhouette values are bounded between -1 and 1. The result is 1 for perfectly formed clusters and -1 for poorly formed clusters.

Table 1 shows the Silhouette Coefficient scores for the researchers’ clusters shown in Figure 10, the research projects clusters represented in Figure 11, the funding opportunities clusters shown in Figure 12, and lastly the research papers clusters illustrated in Figure 13. According to these scores, which is something that can also be noticed from the graphical representation of the clusters, data in the researchers table forms the best quality of clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Categories of Clusters</th>
<th>Silhouette Coefficient scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>0.2137977853179148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Research projects</td>
<td>0.10267977158553505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Funding opportunities</td>
<td>0.1976613904708869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Text documents (research papers)</td>
<td>0.20310426032008072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Results of Evaluating the Quality of Clustering using the Davies-Bouldin Index

Table 2. The Davies-Bouldin Index scores for the researchers, research projects, funding opportunities and research papers clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Categories of Clusters</th>
<th>Davies-Bouldin Index scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>1.3715487874474703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Research projects</td>
<td>1.9340321303767844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Funding opportunities</td>
<td>1.445894695752895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Text documents (research papers)</td>
<td>1.435725032273192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just like the Silhouette Coefficient, the Davies-Bouldin Index is an internal quality measure, i.e., it uses the clusters themselves and not any other known external information such as labels ([25], [12]). The evaluation metric returns the ratio between the intra cluster distances and inter cluster distances. The lowest value is zero, and the lower the scores, the better the clustering. The Davies-Bouldin Index scores for the formed clusters are shown by Table 2. According to these results, clusters resulting from the researchers table resulted in the best formed clusters, since they have the least Davies-Bouldin Index score. This is in tandem with the results obtained from using the Silhouette Coefficient metric.
4.4 Results of Evaluating the Matching Phase of the Algorithm

Table 3. Relevant funding opportunities clusters identified at the matching phase of the algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>Funder Name</th>
<th>Research Area being Funded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Africa Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Food Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Cloud Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>HIV and AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The importance of this evaluation is to find out if the algorithm is able to identify all the clusters that contain elements similar to the search string provided by the application user in KRIS. The elements in these relevant clusters are candidates for ranking in the ranking phase of the algorithm.

In this particular run of the algorithm, the search string (user query) provided was “text clustering”. In the matching phase of the algorithm, from the five (5) funding opportunities clusters shown in Figure 12, the matching phase identified three (3) relevant clusters that contain “text clustering”. These identified funding opportunities clusters are shown by Table 3.

4.5 Results of Evaluating the Ranking Phase of the Algorithm

The ranking phase of the algorithm uses Cosine Similarity measure to compare all the elements in the relevant clusters identified in the matching phase with the user’s search string. These elements are then arranged in a list starting with the most similar. This ranked list of relevant data is then returned to the user via the KRIS web interface.

Table 4 shows the Cosine Similarity measures for all the relevant funding opportunities present in the relevant clusters shown in Table 3. On the other hand, Table 5 shows the ranked relevant funding opportunities based on the user’s query (“text clustering”).

Table 4. Cosine Similarity measures of funding opportunities in identified relevant clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>Funder Name</th>
<th>Research Area being Funded</th>
<th>Cosine Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.566345204707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Africa Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.437223120979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Food Security</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.61920901471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Cloud Computing</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>HIV and AIDS</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>Accounting, Finance</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.457674795248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the ranked relevant funding opportunities based on the user’s query (“text clustering”).

Table 5. Relevant and ranked funding opportunities after searching for “text clustering”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>Funder Name</th>
<th>Research Area being Funded</th>
<th>Cosine Similarity Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kenya Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.61920901471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Africa ai Japan</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.566345204707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.457674795248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>East Africa Research Fund</td>
<td>Text Clustering</td>
<td>0.437223120979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For data to be added to the list of what is to be returned to the user, the similarity measure has to be greater than zero. So from Table 4, only the four funding opportunities shown in Table 5 are returned to the user as relevant information. The data is ranked, starting with the most relevant.
4.6 Results of Using the Algorithm to Retrieve Data from KRIS via a web interface

Since the algorithm is invoked from KRIS through a Python API, this evaluation is to find out whether the algorithm indeed is able to return ranked and relevant data to the application user. Figures 14-16 show the results returned by the multilevel text clustering algorithm after searching for the word “cancer”. Specifically, Figure 15 shows the relevant research projects, and Figure 16 contains a list of all relevant research papers. For the research papers, only the title of the paper is displayed. All these data have been ranked so that the most relevant data is on the top of the list. Figure 14 is basically the KRIS search results interface. It indicates when the search is complete, the number of relevant items retrieved, the user’s search string, and the amount of time it took to retrieve the information from the database and file system (for research papers) and display it in the search results interface. The time is given in milliseconds.

In the event that what the KRIS application user has provided as a search query does not match any of the SQL data stored in the database or any of the research outputs stored in the applications file system, the application notifies the user that no relevant information was found for retrieval and requests them to redefine the search query and try again.

Figure 14. KRIS application search results interface
5. DISCUSSION

From the evaluation results, it is clear that the developed multilevel text clustering algorithm meets its objective: to be able to cluster both SQL data and text documents, making it applicable in the retrieval of research outputs and metadata from scholarly document repositories.

Results from evaluating the algorithm on its ability to cluster both SQL data and text documents show that the algorithm is indeed able to fetch data from an SQL database and cluster it, as well as extract the content of text documents (research papers) in PDF format and cluster them. The resultant clusters have related data being grouped together, achieving the goal of clustering.

The Silhouette Coefficient scores are bounded between -1 and 1. A score of one means perfect clusters while a score of -1, which is the lowest possible, means that the clusters are very poorly formed. A score of zero (0) means that the cluster elements are at the border of other clusters. Generally, negative values indicate bad clustering while positive values indicate good clustering. On the positive side, the larger the value the better the clustering. According to Table 1, all the scores for the four categories of clusters are positive values.
indicating relatively good clustering. However, these values are still far from 1 (which is the perfect score). This can be attributed to the values of K (number of clusters to form per group of data) chosen when initializing the clustering algorithm. The values of K chosen to initialize the algorithm were just based on the researchers known information of the data to be clustered. For example, for the research papers, a value of seven (7) was used as the number of clusters to form (K) since in total there were research papers from seven research areas.

According to Table 1, the research projects clusters, with the least score (0.10267977158553505) were the worst formed compared to the other three categories of clusters, while the researchers clusters were the best formed with a Silhouette Coefficient of 0.2137977853179148. Possibility, choosing an optimal number of clusters would lead to better clustering and higher values for the Silhouette Coefficient metric.

The Davies-Bouldin Index scores shown in Table 2 do validate the evaluation results given by the Silhouette Coefficient metric in Table 1. In Table 2, the research projects clustering are the worst formed since they have the largest score, which is what the Silhouette Coefficients in Table 1 also imply. The researchers clusters are still the best formed according to the Davies-Bouldin Index scores, with a score of 1.3715487874474703. The choice of the number of clusters to form at the end of the clustering process as well as the choice of the maximum iterations when initializing the algorithm are the reason why the Davies-Bouldin Index scores are not zero (to imply perfect clustering).

Results from evaluating the algorithm on its ability to match resulting clusters with the user’s search query in order to identify matching clusters show correct working of the matching phase of the algorithm. Table 3 shows the three clusters (out of the total five funding opportunities clusters) that were found to have information matching the user’s search string (text clustering). In those clusters, the first cluster was found to be relevant because it contained two funding opportunities, one by the East Africa Research Fund and the other one by Africa ai Japan for text clustering research projects. Likewise, the second cluster has information about the Kenya Research Fund providing funding for text clustering projects. Lastly, the third cluster has the last record indicating that the National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation is also providing a funding opportunity for research projects dealing with text clustering. In all the five funding opportunities clusters produced by the algorithm, only the clusters in Table 3 matched the user’s information needs (text clustering).

Table 4 has all the funding opportunities in the three funding opportunities clusters in Table 3 identified in the matching phase to be relevant. These funding opportunities (in Table 4) also have a similarity measure score, indicating the extent to which they are similar to the user’s search string (text clustering). In Cosine Similarity, the scores are bounded between zero (0) and one (1). A score of 0 means no similarity at all while a score of 1 means a perfect match. This implies that the larger the score, the more similar two strings are. Based on the similarity scores in Table 4, only four records have a degree of similarity with the search string, since the rest have a Cosine Similarity measure of 0.0, meaning no similarity at all. Table 5 then shows those four matching funding opportunities ranked in a single list, starting with the one that is most similar (and therefore most relevant when it comes to information retrieval). The first one provided by the Kenya Research Fund has a score of 0.61920901471, while the last one by East Africa Research Fund has the least score of 0.437223120979. Obviously, from Table 4 and Table 5, and the explanation given so far about the results of the ranking phase of the algorithm, the ranking phase of the developed algorithm is working as it should, ensuring that the most relevant information is kept on top of the information returned by the algorithm to the calling program (KRIS).

The evaluation of the algorithm on its ability to enable the user to retrieve data from a scholarly document repository tested all the steps of the processing of the algorithm illustrated in Figure 2. It tests whether the user’s information needs in the form of a user query or search string can be send to the algorithm via the API. It also tests the ability of the algorithm to retrieve SQL data from the KRIS database and as well as research papers from the application’s file system, including clustering also performs matching and ranking the relevant data according to its degree of similarity with the user’s information needs. In addition, this evaluation also tests the ability of the algorithm to send back the relevant and ranked information retrieved from the database and the relevant text documents (research papers) to the KRIS search results interface. Figure 15 and Figure 16 do show that the algorithm does allow a researcher or any other application user to retrieve academic research data from KRIS via a web interface. For the data from the database (funding opportunities, researchers and research projects), the application user can click on the “view” button in the data tables to have access to more information about a given record that is not displayed in the data tables. In as far as the returned research papers are concerned, the researcher can opt to just view them to read the text or download the research papers to read them later by using the respective button.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper addresses the problem of access and retrieval of research information among researchers in Kenyan institutions of higher learning as well as research institutes. It develops a multilevel text clustering algorithm to be applied in the clustering and retrieval of academic research data from scholarly document repositories. The algorithm is able to fetch and cluster SQL data (research metadata such as researchers’ biodata) at the first level, and extract text from text documents (research outputs such as research papers in the form of PDFs) and cluster them in the second level. In addition to text clustering, the developed approach to text clustering also performs matching and ranking, both of which are important operations in information retrieval. In addition, this paper also develops a research data information retrieval model by integrating the algorithm with a research data repository to facilitate retrieval of academic research data from the repository through a web interface. This information retrieval model is applicable not only for the retrieval of scholarly data, but also in any other situation where information to be retrieved consists of text documents and SQL data in a relational database.

Evaluation results show that the approach produces promising results. For instance when we evaluated the internal cluster quality of the produced clusters, we obtained results of the Silhouette Coefficient of value that are above zero (0), indicating relatively good clustering. In addition, evaluating the ranking phase of the algorithm using the Cosine Similarity measure indicated that only information with a similarity measure greater than zero (0) when compared to the user query were included in the final list of ranked information to be returned to the user. Generally, our evaluation indicated that
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the developed multilevel text clustering approach was effective in the retrieval of academic research data.

The future work of this research lies in the choice of the number of clusters that the developed multilevel approach will produce. In our experiments, the number of clusters was chosen based on prior knowledge of the consolidated data in the repository used. As the amount and diversity of the data in the repository continues to increase, choosing the number of cluster this way may prove inefficient because it becomes difficult to manually go through all the data so as to determine the number of clusters to produce. Research can therefore explore a technique to automatically choose the optimal number of clusters based on the data to be clustered and embed it onto the algorithm for efficient clustering.
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